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IRAN IS ‘RUTHLESSLY’ SUPPRESSING PROTESTS:
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests

m

Iran is intentionally using lethal force to crack down on protests that erupted after the death of
Mahsa Amini, Amnesty International said on Friday, adding that more people are at risk of being
detained or killed. Its warning came as another rights group said 83 people had been killed in
two weeks of protests over Amini’s death.AFP
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Date : 2022-10-02

INDIA ABSTAINS ON UNSC RESOLUTION
CONDEMNING RUSSIA’S ‘REFERENDA’
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: UNO and its various Agencies

A similar resolution is likely to be introduced in theU.N. General Assembly.
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India was among four countries that abstained on a draft resolution at the United Nations
Security Council (UNSC) condemning the so-called referenda organised by Russia across four
regions of Ukraine. Hours before Friday afternoon’s voting in New York, Russian President
Vladimir Putin “annexed” four regions inside Ukraine’s internationally recognised borders —
Kherson, Zaporizhzhia, Luhansk and Donetsk — based on the results of Russian-organised
referenda in these regions.
The UNSC resolution, sponsored by the United States and Albania, failed to pass the 15member Council on Friday afternoon, despite winning 10 supporting votes, after Russia used a
veto to block it. A similar resolution is likely to be introduced in the U.N. General Assembly —
where Russia does not have a veto — in the near future.
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The resolution condemns the referenda, calls on the international community not to recognise
any alterations to Ukraine’s territory and calls for Russia to withdraw its forces from Ukraine. The
other abstaining countries at Friday’s voting were China, Brazil and Gabon. India abstained on
the resolution “keeping in view the totality of the evolving situation”, its Permanent
Representative to the United Nations (UNPR), Ruchira Kamboj, said.
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India was “deeply disturbed” by the recent events in Ukraine, Ms. Kamboj said, as she explained
India’s abstention vote and called for an immediate cessation of violence. “We’ve always
advocated that no solution can ever be arrived at the cost of human lives,” she said.
Push for dialogue

The path to peace involved dialogue and keeping open diplomatic channels, Ms. Kamboj said.
She said the global order was based on the U.N. Charter, international law and the respect for
sovereignty and territorial integrity.
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“We therefore sincerely hope for an early resumption of peace talks to bring about an immediate
ceasefire and resolution of the conflict,” she said.
The U.S., one of the sponsors of the resolution, had earlier in the week said it would seek action
against Russia at the General Assembly, if Russia vetoed the resolution in the Council.
“Do you seriously expect Russia to consider and support such a draft?,” Russia’s UNPR Vasily
Nebenzya said after the vote on Friday, accusing the proposers of the draft resolution of
intentionally pushing Russia to exercise its veto.
He said the Security Council forum was being used as a “dress rehearsal for the main
performance” in the U.N. General Assembly. He accused Washington of double standards over
Taiwan, making a reference to its readiness to use force to protect Taiwan.
Ukraine, represented by its UNPR, Sergiy Kyslytsya, called the Security Council a “broken” pillar
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of the United Nations. He devoted a large part of his remarks to questioning the legitimacy of
Russia as the Soviet Union’s successor state on the Security Council.
“Allowing Russia to avail itself of the right of the Soviet Union to veto decisions of the Security
Council effectively prevents this body from exercising its primary responsibility under the UN
Charter: maintenance of international peace and security,” he said.
U.S. standpoint
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Speaking to the Council, the U.S.’ Permanent Representative to the U.N. Linda ThomasGreenfield said the referenda were held “behind the barrel of Russian guns”.
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Countries recognise the implications for their own borders and economies when the principles of
sovereignty and territorial integrity was set aside, she said, adding that now was not the time to
“stand on the sidelines”.
China’s UNPR, Zhang Jun, stressed that the “legitimate security concerns” of all parties should
be taken seriously and urged a diplomatic solution and political settlement to the
conflict.Significantly, China, which itself has been and continues to be the subject of U.S. and
European sanctions (for human rights abuses in Xinjiang and Hong Kong for example), said that
“political isolation”, “pressurisation” , “block confrontation” and “sanctions” are not conducive to
peace but make the situation worse.
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BURKINA FASO WITNESSES SECOND COUP OF THE
YEAR
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Africa, African Union (AU) and India
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Soldiers blocked main roads and gunfire was heard in the capital of Burkina Faso on Saturday,
as world powers condemned the second coup this year in the deeply poor and restive West
African country.
Junior officers toppled a junta leader on Friday, saying he had failed to fight jihadist attacks in
the country.
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On Saturday, several witnesses said they heard gunfire in the centre of the capital
Ouagadougou, after which troops once again blocked the main roads in the city, including
around the presidency.
The European Union and the African Union added their voices to a chorus of global
condemnation to the change in power.
“The chairperson calls upon the military to refrain from any acts of violence,” the AU said in a
statement.
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The European Union warned that the coup put in danger efforts undertaken to restore
constitutional order by July 1, 2024.
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Date : 2022-10-07

INDIA ABSTAINS ON SRI LANKA VOTE AT UN HUMAN
RIGHTS COUNCIL
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: UNO and its various Agencies

Ali SabryJason DeCrow
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India on Thursday abstained from voting on a resolution on Sri Lanka at the UN Human Rights
Council, while observing that Sri Lanka’s progress in implementing commitments on the
13thAmendment, meaningful devolution and early provincial elections remains “inadequate”.
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“Achieving prosperity for all Sri Lankans and realising the legitimate aspirations of Tamils of Sri
Lanka for prosperity, dignity and peace are two sides of the same coin,” India’s Permanent
Representative to the UN Ambassador Indra Mani Pande said. As an immediate neighbour,
India has “substantively contributed” to the relief, rehabilitation, resettlement and reconstruction
process in Sri Lanka after 2009 and more recently provided “unprecedented assistance” to the
people of Sri Lanka to face the challenges of the recent economic crisis, he said. India had
abstained last year, too.

Inadequate progress

IA

Further, India has “taken note” of the Sri Lankan government’s commitments on the
implementation of commitments “in the spirit of the 13th Constitutional Amendment”, meaningful
devolution and the early conduct of provincial elections, Mr. Pande said,underscoring
India’slong-standing concernover power devolution in Sri Lanka, an issue that also found
mention in the resolution.
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“We believe that the progress towards the same remains inadequate. Accordingly, we urge the
Government of Sri Lanka to work meaningfully towards early implementation of these
commitments,”the Indian diplomat said.
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The resolution titled ‘Promoting reconciliation, accountability and human rights in Sri Lanka’ was
adopted by the Council after 20 of its 47 members voted in its favour. While 20 countries
abstained, seven—including China and Pakistan—voted against it, effectively backing the Sri
Lankan government. Prior to the vote, Sri Lanka’s Foreign Minister Ali Sabry told the Council
that the government “categorically rejects” the “manifestly unhelpful” resolution. He had earlier
said the Council was “polarised”, and that its resolutions were “all geopolitics”.
The government, he said on Thursday, especially opposed the resolutionreinforcing the Office of
the High Commissioner’s capacity to “collect, consolidate, analyse, and preserve” information
and evidence pertaining to rights violations, and to “support relevant judicial and other
proceedings, including in Member States, with competent jurisdiction”.
Impartial investigation
The resolution called upon the Government of Sri Lanka to ensure the prompt, thorough and
impartial investigation and, if warranted, prosecution of all alleged crimes relating to human
rights violations and serious violations of international humanitarian law, including for longstanding emblematic cases, with the full participation of victims and their representatives. It also
urged the government to address the ongoing economic crisis, including “by investigating and,
where warranted, prosecuting corruption, including where committed by public and former public
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officials”.Mr. Sabry accused the Core Group of nations that tabled the resolution of going beyond
its mandate by including economic issues.
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Sri Lanka’s largest Tamil grouping in Parliament, the Tamil National Alliance (TNA), thanked the
Core Group for keeping Sri Lanka’s rights record on the Human rights Council’s agenda for a
decade. “It has helped maintain international oversight on accountability and reconciliation.
Although we would like to see more decisive action [on the ground], we know this is the
intervention that is possible for the Council,” TNA spokesman M.A. Sumanthiran told The Hindu .
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AT 34, BURKINA’S NEW JUNTA CHIEF IS WORLD’S
YOUNGEST LEADER
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Africa, African Union (AU) and India

Ibrahim TraoreVINCENT BADO

m

Just a week ago, 34-year-old Ibrahim Traore was an unknown, even in his native Burkina Faso.
But in the space of a weekend, he catapulted himself from Army captain to the world’s youngest
leader — an ascent that has stoked hopes but also fears for a poor and chronically troubled
country.
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Mr. Traore, at the head of a core of disgruntled junior officers, ousted Lieutenant-Colonel PaulHenri Sandaogo Damiba, who had seized power just in January.
The motive for the latest coup — as in January — was anger at failures to stem a seven-year
jihadist insurgency that has claimed thousands of lives and driven nearly two million people from
their homes.
On Wednesday, Mr. Traore was declared President and “guarantor of national independence,
territorial integrity... and continuity of the State”.
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At that lofty moment, Mr. Traore became the world’s youngest leader, wresting the title from
Chilean President Gabriel Boric, a whole two years older.
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Mr. Traore’s previously unknown face is now plastered on portraits around the capital
Ouagadougou.
Mr. Traore was born in Bondokuy, in western Burkina Faso, and studied geology in
Ouagadougou before joining the army in 2010.
He graduated as an officer from the Georges Namonao Military School — a second-tier
institution compared to the prestigious Kadiogo Military Academy (PMK) of which Damiba and
others in the elite are alumni.
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Posting in Mali

He served in the badly-hit north and centre of the country before heading to a posting in
neighbouring Mali in 2018 in the UN’s MINUSMA peacekeeping mission.
He was appointed captain in 2020.
When Mr. Damiba took power in January, ousting elected president Roch Marc Christian
Kabore, Mr. Traore became a member of the Patriotic Movement for Preservation and
Restoration (MPSR), as the junta chose to call itself.
In March, Mr. Damiba promoted Mr. Traore to head of artillery in the Kaya regiment in the centre
of the country. But it was a move that ironically would sow the seeds of Mr. Damiba’s own
downfall.
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DOMESTIC IDEOLOGIES IN EXTERNAL SETTINGS
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: UNO and its various Agencies

At the 77th session of the United Nations General Assembly | Photo Credit: AP
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National statements made by the world’s political leaders during the general debate at every
fresh session of the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) are directed primarily to the
international community but take into account domestic political and social constituencies.
Naturally, the latter consideration should not outweigh or undercut the primary objective and
direction of any statement. This time — it was the 77th UNGA session — the Indian statement
was delivered by External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar on September 24. Mr. Jaishankar
deserves to be applauded for the professionalism and precision with which he covered India’s
positions on international issues. However, his articulation of some areas of the Modi
government’s domestic agenda raises several deeply troubling questions.
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Praising the “determination, innovation and enterprise of millions of ordinary Indians”, Mr.
Jaishankar asserted that “They are rejuvenating a society pillaged by centuries of foreign attacks
and colonialism”. Clearly, his formulation distinguished between “centuries of foreign attacks”
and “colonialism”. Many in the Assembly chamber, who are unaware of the fierce ideological
contestations under way in contemporary India, may have been left wondering at the distinction
Mr. Jaishankar was drawing between the two. However, those who follow the ideological
divisions in present-day India would have caught on to the distinction he was making.
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There is little doubt that Mr. Jaishankar’s words “centuries of foreign invasions” could not be a
reference to the Kushan and Hun invasions of India in the remote past. So, this formulation were
code words for the invasions which began with the Arab attack in Sindh in the eighth century,
but more specifically to the incursions into India beginning with those of Mahmud of Ghazni and
later of Mohammad Ghori. The latter’s invasion led to the beginning of the establishment of
centuries of Muslim rule in India.
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As far as this writer can recall there has never been a disparaging reference made to precolonial India in an Indian statement during the general debate, or indeed in any UN forum. The
connotation of the word “pillage” is obvious in this context. Therefore, this is perhaps the first
time that the basic interpretation of Indian history of the current ruling dispensation has been
projected in the UNGA, although in coded language. This is a dangerous path to undertake for
domestic controversies are best avoided when national positions which have to be, necessarily
rooted in the Constitution, are authoritatively articulated abroad. As a former diplomat, Mr.
Jaishankar would be well aware of the Indian diplomatic tradition which has always presented
nationally unified positions abroad, particularly at the UN and in multilateral forums.
Mr. Jaishankar went on to say that India’s rejuvenation is taking place in a democratic
framework and is “reflected in more authentic voices and grounded leadership”. This too is a
sad, if not insulting, reflection on the choices made by the Indian people in election after election
since the first in 1951-52. He obviously overlooked the fact that the Indian Republic introduced
adult franchise and that power was exercised only through the representatives chosen by the
people. Is it Mr. Jaishankar’s position, which he placed before the UNGA, that the people,
through many decades, chose representatives who were less “authentic” or “grounded” when all
of them came from among the people themselves?
While recalling the five pledges that Prime Minister Narendra Modi has set before the people for
the next 25 years, Mr. Jaishankar sought to show how each of them were relevant not only to
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India but also to the world. As a general proposition it can be logically and validly argued that on
some issues, as the Indian population is one-sixth of that of the world, what is good for India is
good for the world too. This would be obviously true for the environment; hence, it was
appropriate for Mr. Jaishankar to emphasise “the care and concern” for the environment
“ingrained in our traditional ethos”. But the general proposition cannot be stretched so far as to
deny India’s great achievements in the United Nations itself. Recalling Mr. Modi’s second
pledge, Mr. Jaishankar said “we will liberate ourselves from a colonial mindset”. To make this
pledge relevant internationally, he added, “Externally, this means reformed multilateralism and
more contemporary global governance”. It is a strange proposition to put before the UNGA that
the Indian “mindset” remains “colonial” and needs to be liberated. It is noteworthy that Mr.
Jaishankar did not put any qualifications in the sentence to distinguish between those Indians,
for him, who have a “colonial” mindset and those who do not. He would obviously not accept that
the ruling Indian dispensation has a “colonial mindset” so perhaps this sentence, as it stands,
was a drafting slip but nevertheless it is now unfortunately part of the UN record.
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What is more disturbing is the proposition that the “liberation from a colonial mindset” damages
India’s record as a pioneer and leader in the global decolonisation process in the 1950s and the
1960s. Whatever may be the view of the detractors of Jawaharlal Nehru and Indira Gandhi —
and there is much in their political and governance records which is worthy of criticism, if not
condemnation — it cannot be denied that they were heroes to the anti-colonial leadership in
many countries in Africa and elsewhere. India’s role in the entire decolonisation process after
the Second World War is one which this country can be justifiably proud of. An entire generation
of human rights workers in the United States and South Africa were also inspired by Gandhiji
and his non-violent anti-colonial struggle.
Editorial | Neutrality and abstention: On India’s stand in the Russia-Ukraine conflict
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Is not all this proud record and noble endeavour compromised by Mr. Jaishankar’s implication
that Indians have a colonial mindset? Worse, does it not give an opportunity to India’s detractors
to ask India to first get rid of its “colonial mindset” before seeking “reformed multilateralism”? The
saying ‘Physician, heal thyself’ comes to mind. Words, phrases, arguments, exhortations are the
tools of diplomacy. They cannot and should not be abandoned to promote domestic ideologies
in external settings. Strong statements of a nationalistic flavour may win brownie points and
popularity at home — and sometimes they are undoubtedly needed for diplomatic purposes too;
however, facts, reason and logic as guides should never be overlooked.
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Vivek Katju is a former diplomat
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Date : 2022-10-08

MORE THAN 1 MILLION DISPLACED SINCE MYANMAR
COUP, SAYS UN
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Myanmar

m

The UNICEF said 10,17,000 people have been internally displaced in Myanmar since last year’s
coup. More than half of those forced to flee are in the country’s northwest Sagaing region, which
has seen some of the fiercest fighting. There were "significant challenges" to delivering
humanitarian assistance in the region, UNICEF said.AFP
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RUSSIA LAUNCHES FRESH ATTACK WITH MISSILE
RAIDS
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Europe, European Union (EU) and India
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U.K. Foreign Secretary James Cleverly said the Russian missile strikes on Kyiv and several
other cities were “unacceptable”. “This is a demonstration of weakness by (Vladimir) Putin, not
strength,” he tweeted. Mr. Zelensky said on social media he had spoken with the leaders of
France and Germany and urged them to “increase pressure” on Russia. Ukrainian officials said
the central Shevkenko district of the city was hit and that a university, museums and the
philharmonic building had been damaged in the strikes. Videos posted on social media showed
black smoke rising above several areas in the city.
Ukrainian officials including Mr. Zelensky urged residents to remain indoors and the Mayor of the
capital said residents living outside Kyiv should remain outside the city. In the western city of
Lviv, the Mayor, Andriy Sadovyi, said there were disruptions to electricity and hot water services
after bombardments that targeted energy facilities. The strikes came a day after Moscow blamed
Ukraine for the blast on a bridge linking Crimea to Russia, leaving three people dead.
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“The authors, perpetrators and sponsors are the Ukrainian secret services,” Russian President
Vladimir Putin said of Saturday’s Crimea bridge bombing, which he described as a “terrorist act”.
The blast that hit the bridge sparked celebrations from Ukrainians and others on social media.
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PAKISTAN TO TAKE PART IN CLOSING CEREMONY OF
SCO ANTI-TERROR EXERCISE HOSTED BY INDIA
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: SCO and India

Anti-terrorism drills:The joint anti-terrorist exercise “Manesar Anti-Terror 2022” began at the
NSG Manesar Garrison from October 8.Twitter/@nsgblackcats
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Pakistan has been invited to the closing ceremony, on October 13, of the ongoing Joint AntiTerror Exercise (JATE) within the ambit of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) being
hosted by India, official and diplomatic sources confirmed.
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“Pakistan delegation has been extended an invitation for the closing ceremony on the last day of
JATE ‘Manesar Anti-terror 2022’,” s diplomatic source said, which was also confirmed by official
sources.
The National Security Guards (NSG) is hosting the multinational JATE “Manesar Anti-Terror
2022”, under the framework of SCO Regional Anti-Terrorist Structure (RATS), at the NSG
Manesar Garrison.
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It’s understood that a Pakistan team is participating in the event as a member of SCO, an official
source said. India also participated in the RATS meet that Pakistan had organised last year, the
source noted. An Indian delegation had participated in the closing ceremony of the two-week
JATE-2021 hosted by Pakistan at National Counter Terrorism Centre, Pabbi, in Khyber
Pukhtunkhwa, in September 2021.
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The exercise is aimed at exchanging expertise, best practices and build synergy between the
Counter Terrorism Forces of the SCO RATS member countries to enhance capabilities for
conducting anti-terrorist operations and countering other security threats collectively, the NSG
said in a statement.
In May, counter-terror officials of Pakistan, Russia, China and four Central Asian countries met
in Delhi under the structure as India assumed its role as Chairperson of the SCO-RATS
mechanism in October 2021.
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JATE is an annual counter terrorist exercise held within the framework of the SCO RATS.
“Stage-2 of the Exercise is being conducted from October 8 to 13 at NSG Manesar Garrison, in
which eight representatives from NCTF of Republic of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Republic of
Uzbekistan, Russian Federation and NSG of Republic of India are participating,” a statement
issued by NSG on Sunday stated.
The exercise will be witnessed by four “observers” from Executive Committee (EC) of RATS and
one observer from State Committee for National Security of Tajikistan.
It will culminate in a closing ceremony which will be attended by high level delegations from EC
RATS, including permanent representatives, delegates from SCO member countries,
representatives of the diplomatic missions of the SCO member countries in India,
representatives of International organisations collaborating with RATS SCO and national
delegates from India, NSG said.
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Date : 2022-10-11

RUSSIA’S CONTINUED DEFIANCE OF INTERNATIONAL
LAW
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Europe, European Union (EU) and India

Russian President Vladimir Putin chairs a Security Council meeting via a video link in Saint
Petersburg on October 10, 2022. | Photo Credit: AFP
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Despite widespread global condemnation, including a resolution in March 2022 adopted by 141
countries in the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) demanding that Russia immediately
and unconditionally withdraw from Ukraine, Moscow brazenly continues with its illegal military
offensive against Kyiv. The resolutions by UNGA are not binding, but decisions by the
International Court of Justice (ICJ) are. On Ukraine’s application, the ICJ, in a provisional
measure ruling, again in March, ordered Russia to immediately suspend its military operations in
Ukraine. Russia has not complied with this decision. In the meanwhile, Russian troops in
Ukraine have been accused of indulging in war crimes under international humanitarian law.
Ukraine is not only fighting a brave military battle to defend its sovereignty but is also using all
possible levers under international law against Russia. It has moved international courts such as
the ICJ, the International Criminal Court, and the European Court of Human Rights to put Russia
in the dock. But nothing seems to dissuade Russian President Vladimir Putin’s revisionist and
imperial designs. Mr. Putin is willing to go to great lengths to resurrect a Russian empire and
attain mythical civilisational greatness even if that means striking at the very foundations of the
post-war international legal order assiduously built on core values such as sovereignty and nonintervention.
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The newest item added to the long Russian list of barefaced violations of international law is the
recent annexation of Donetsk, Luhansk, Zaporizhzhia, and Kherson — the four regions that are
an integral part of Ukraine. Russia claims that these regions have had referendums and decided
to join Russia. United Nations Secretary-General António Guterres has rightly pointed out that
the so-called “referenda” in Ukraine were conducted in areas that are under Russian occupation.
Thus, it is highly unlikely that the so-called referendums constitute a genuine expression of the
popular will of the people.
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To somehow prove the legitimacy of his actions to the Russian people, Mr. Putin frequently
invokes the UN Charter. Just before invading Ukraine, he referred to Article 51 of the UN
Charter (which provides for self-defence against an armed attack). Mr. Putin was wrong since
Russia faced no aggression from Ukraine. In his recent speech announcing the illegal
annexations, he referred to Article 1 of the Charter. The reference particularly was to the right of
self-determination of the people of these regions. Mr. Putin is wrong again. The contours of the
right of self-determination under international law are debatable. This right, also provided in
Article 1 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, provides that a group of people can freely
determine their political status. But this right has to be read with Article 2 of the UN Charter
which lists the principle of non-intervention as one of the seven core principles of the UN.
Moreover, since the drafting of the UN Charter, the principle of self-determination has been
understood in the context of decolonisation rather than the annexation of new territories on the
pretext of self-determination.
Under international law, Russia’s control over the four Ukrainian regions, before the so-called
referendums, is known as ‘belligerent occupation’. Rules on belligerent occupation are explained
under the Hague Convention of 1899 — the first treaty that laid down the laws of war. Article 43
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of the Convention states that if “the authority of the legitimate power over territory” has “passed
into the hands of the occupant, the latter shall take all steps in his power to re-establish and
ensure public order and safety”. Furthermore, while doing so, the occupant shall “respect, unless
absolutely prevented”, the domestic laws of the country whose territory it has occupied.
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Russia’s unilateral action of merging the four Ukrainian territories with it is a flagrant violation of
Article 43 of the Hague Convention. The Article clearly states that Russia, being the occupier,
only has ‘authority’ and not ‘sovereignty’ over these regions. Further, any change in this status,
i.e. from ‘authority’ to ‘sovereignty’ can only happen with Ukraine’s consent. Moreover, Russia
should have retained the existing Ukrainian laws of these regions. But Russia has made these
regions part of its own territory, which means, Russian laws would apply there now.
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What is ironic is that the Hague Conferences were led by the Russian Tsar Nicholas II. For all
the criticism of the West, Mr. Putin is not even following a law whose creation was led by his
own countrymen.
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In a recent speech, the Russian President, in an extremely irresponsible and provocative
fashion, hinted at using nuclear weapons in the ongoing war. Consequently, the threat of a
catastrophic nuclear war lingers in the background. Neither Russia nor Ukraine has signed the
Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons. But here again, the UN Charter is helpful to
understand the legality of these nuclear threats. The Charter provides the right of individual and
collective self-defence, which means that if Russia launches a nuclear attack, not only Ukraine
but also its allies can launch a counter-attack on Russia in collective self-defence. Furthermore,
the Charter empowers the Security Council to take action even in the case of threat of force. Mr.
Putin’s statement is a threat of nuclear war, i.e., the threat of use of force in the Charter terms.
As such, nothing stops the UN Security Council from initiating action under Chapter VII of the
Charter against Russia. Of course, it is not going to materialise, primarily because of Russia’s
veto power as a UN Security Council member.
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Finally, ultra-realist foreign policy honchos will point to the irrelevance of international law as it
has failed in restraining Russia. However, an autocrat’s defiance of international law does not
diminish its importance. After all, there are scores of examples in contemporary times of
totalitarian regimes violating their own country’s laws with impunity. But that does not make
domestic law irrelevant. On the contrary, it underscores the need for everyone to boisterously
emphasise its importance. Likewise, the need to articulate international law norms is highest in
the face of its blatant violation. We should not end up on the wrong side of history.
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Prabhash Ranjan is Professor and Vice Dean, Jindal Global Law School. Aman Kumar is an
Assistant Professor, IFIM Law School
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Date : 2022-10-11

DEPARTMENT FOR PROMOTION OF INDUSTRY AND
INTERNAL TRADE (DPIIT) HOSTS CONFERENCE ON
B20 INDONESIA GLOBAL DIALOGUE
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: World Trade, WTO and issues involved
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Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT) hosted Conference on B20
Indonesia Global Dialogue in partnership with Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) in New
Delhi today, with the aim of aligning the perspectives of Indian industry with the policy
recommendations of B20 Indonesia. This conference would set tone for the deliberations to
ensure that the Indian perspectives are well represented in the policy recommendation of B20
Indonesia.

Business 20 (B20), formed in 2010, is the official G20 dialogue forum with the global
business community. B20 aims to deliver concrete actionable policy recommendations
on the priorities by each rotating presidency to spur economic growth and development.
More than 20 business delegates from Indonesia attended the conference including Mr. M
ArsjadRasjid P.M, Chairman, Indonesian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KADIN), Ms.
ShintaWidjajaKamdani, Chair, B20 Indonesia, apart from H.E. Ina H. Krishnamurthi, Indonesian
Ambassador to India attended the Conference.
The Indian Government side was represented by Shri Amitabh Kant, India’s Sherpa to G20, Shri
Anurag Jain, Secretary, Department of Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade and other
senior officers from DPIIT and other concerned Ministries.
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Indian industry was represented by many leaders including; Shri Chandrajit Banerjee, DG, CII;
Dr.Naushad Forbes, Past President, Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) and Shri Deepak
Bagla, MD& CEO, Invest India
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After Opening Plenary and introductory remarks, Dialogues were held on (i)Trade & Investment
(ii) Energy, Sustainability & Climate (iii) Digitisation and (iv) Finance and Infrastructure wherein
perspectives from B20 Indonesia was followed by perspectives from Indian Industry and
Government of India.
G 20 is a group of 19 Countries + EU, together representing around 85% of global GDP, 75%
of global trade, and 60% of the world’s population. The members of the G20 are: Argentina,
Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, Germany, India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Republic of
Korea, Mexico, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Turkey, United Kingdom, United States, and
the European Union. Indonesia is currently holding the Presidency of G20.
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The dialogue will pave the way to the B20 final summit that will take place on 13-14 November
2022 at Indonesia.
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Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT) hosted Conference on B20
Indonesia Global Dialogue in partnership with Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) in New
Delhi today, with the aim of aligning the perspectives of Indian industry with the policy
recommendations of B20 Indonesia. This conference would set tone for the deliberations to
ensure that the Indian perspectives are well represented in the policy recommendation of B20
Indonesia.
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Business 20 (B20), formed in 2010, is the official G20 dialogue forum with the global
business community. B20 aims to deliver concrete actionable policy recommendations
on the priorities by each rotating presidency to spur economic growth and development.
More than 20 business delegates from Indonesia attended the conference including Mr. M
ArsjadRasjid P.M, Chairman, Indonesian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KADIN), Ms.
ShintaWidjajaKamdani, Chair, B20 Indonesia, apart from H.E. Ina H. Krishnamurthi, Indonesian
Ambassador to India attended the Conference.
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The Indian Government side was represented by Shri Amitabh Kant, India’s Sherpa to G20, Shri
Anurag Jain, Secretary, Department of Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade and other
senior officers from DPIIT and other concerned Ministries.
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Indian industry was represented by many leaders including; Shri Chandrajit Banerjee, DG, CII;
Dr.Naushad Forbes, Past President, Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) and Shri Deepak
Bagla, MD& CEO, Invest India
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After Opening Plenary and introductory remarks, Dialogues were held on (i)Trade & Investment
(ii) Energy, Sustainability & Climate (iii) Digitisation and (iv) Finance and Infrastructure wherein
perspectives from B20 Indonesia was followed by perspectives from Indian Industry and
Government of India.
G 20 is a group of 19 Countries + EU, together representing around 85% of global GDP, 75%
of global trade, and 60% of the world’s population. The members of the G20 are: Argentina,
Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, Germany, India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Republic of
Korea, Mexico, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Turkey, United Kingdom, United States, and
the European Union. Indonesia is currently holding the Presidency of G20.
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The dialogue will pave the way to the B20 final summit that will take place on 13-14 November
2022 at Indonesia.
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Date : 2022-10-12

ISRAEL AND LEBANON REACH AN AGREEMENT ON
MARITIME BORDER
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India- West Asia

m

Israel said on Tuesday it has reached a U.S.-brokered agreement with Lebanon to settle their
long-disputed maritime border, hailing a “historic achievement” that potentially unlocks
significant offshore gas production for both countries.
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Negotiations between the neighbouring countries, which are still technically at war, had suffered
repeated setbacks since their launch in 2020 but gained momentum in recent weeks with both
sides eyeing revenue from potentially rich Mediterranean gas fields.
U.S. envoy Amos Hochstein floated a proposed final agreement earlier this month that Israel
welcomed, but Lebanon had sought some adjustments subsequently.
Israel said last week it intended to reject Lebanon’s requested changes, even if that made a deal
impossible, but negotiations continued, culminating in what both sides described as acceptable
final terms.

IA

Lebanon’s presidency said the proposed final text submitted by Hochstein was “satisfactory to
Lebanon” and voiced hope that “the agreement on the demarcation will be announced as soon
as possible”.
A major source of friction was the Karish gas field, which Israel insisted fell entirely within its
waters and was not a subject of negotiation.
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Lebanon reportedly claimed part of the field and Hezbollah, the powerful Iran-backed militant
group that holds huge sway in Lebanon, threatened attacks if Israel began production at Karish.
Under terms leaked to the press. all of the Karish field would fall under Israeli control, while
another potential gas field, Qana, would be divided but its exploitation would be under
Lebanon’s control.
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The Karish gas field was one of the major sources of friction between the two countries
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Date : 2022-10-13

DESPITE SETBACK, INDIA, U.K. OFFICIALS HOPE TO
CONCLUDE TALKS ON TRADE PACTS SOON
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - UK

m

Despite a setback to trade talks over comments by the British Home Secretary last week,
officials in both the U.K. and India said they hope to conclude the India-U.K. Free Trade
Agreement fairly soon, if not ahead of its “Deepavali deadline” of end-October.
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Officials confirmed to The Hindu that a visit by Prime Minister Narendra Modi is being planned
for early November, when a framework FTA would be signed between Mr. Modi and British
Prime Minister Liz Truss on broad areas of agreement, while other unresolved issues would be
dealt with later.
When asked on Wednesday about whether the British government still hoped to conclude the
deal by Deepavali (October 24), Ms. Truss’s spokesperson said, “Yes, we are working on this
high-ambition free trade deal that would put the U.K. at the front of the queue to supply India’s
growing middle class,” according to the Reuters news agency.

Braverman’s remarks

IA

In written responses to The Hindu , the U.K. Department for International Trade spokesperson
said the FTA was a “high-ambition” agreement and they wouldn’t comment on “live
negotiations”. “We remain clear that we won’t sacrifice quality for speed, and will only sign when
we have a deal that meets both countries’ interests,” the spokesperson added.
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Talks between Indian and U.K. trade officials faced a setback after critical comments made by
the British Home Secretary Suella Braverman last week over illegal Indian migrants, which India
had countered. Meanwhile, pending issues including over mobility, data localisation regulations,
reducing tariffs on Scotch whisky as well as access for legal services remain unresolved, despite
a push from the top on both sides to conclude the deal which was discussed at the ModiJohnson summit in April this year.
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“There are several sticking points on both sides. From U.K. side, they are pushing India to allow
financial and legal services for U.K. firms while from India, it’s pushing for favourable
immigration and visa regime,” a person familiar with the developments told The Hindu .
The official added that the remarks and the stand taken by Ms. Braverman who had expressed
“reservations” about an agreement that would increase Indian migration and mobility, have only
aggravated the issue. However, the source said that despite differences, both sides have
decided to sign a “broader FTA” at the earliest while continuing to negotiate on the sticking
points, and even indicated that Mr. Modi could be in the U.K. as early as November 7-8.
Officials confirmed that a visit by Prime Minister Narendra Modi is being planned for early
November
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Date : 2022-10-13

BIDEN’S SECURITY STRATEGY FOCUSES ON CHINA,
RUSSIA
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests

Jake SullivanLEAH MILLIS

m

The Biden administration has said that maintaining a competitive edge over China and
constraining Russia are priorities for the U.S. strategy, as it released the administration’s first
National Security Strategy on Wednesday.
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The document — which every administration is required to release, by law — was delayed due
to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. It lists great power competition and transnational challenges as
the two premises on which the strategy is built. The strategy is based on “building strength at
home” as well as building coalitions abroad to deal with the challenges.
China and Russia are increasingly aligned with each other, the document notes, but the
challenges they pose are different. “We will prioritize maintaining an enduring competitive edge
over the PRC while constraining a still profoundly dangerous Russia,” it says.
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However, the U.S. did not want to see the world just through the prism of strategic competition,
nor have that competition become a Cold War or confrontation with others, such as China, which
remains America’s “most consequential geopolitical challenge”, U.S. National Security Adviser
Jake Sullivan told reporters, during a Wednesday morning briefing call.
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Mr. Sullivan said the U.S. had entered a “decisive decade” with respect to the “two fundamental
strategic challenges” as he highlighted major power competition and issues like climate change,
food insecurity, communicable diseases, terrorism, the energy transition and inflation.
These challenges are “not secondary to geopolitics, but they operate on a plane alongside the
competition, the geopolitical competition with major powers,” Mr. Sullivan said.
Indo Pacific

cr

On the Indo-Pacific, the document says as India is the world’s largest democracy and a Major
Defense Partner (of the U.S.), the two countries “will work together, bilaterally and multilaterally,
to support our shared vision of a free and open Indo-Pacific.”
With its allies and partners, the U.S. is, as per the document, assisting in making Russia’s war
on Ukraine a “strategic failure”. It cites the example of NATO, as well as Finland and Sweden
(which have applied to become members of the alliance). It says that “Putin’s war” has
“profoundly diminished” Russia’s status with Asian powers like India, China and Japan – with
Moscow’s soft power and diplomatic influence waning.
On U.S. alliances, the strategy says they have played a critical role and calls for a deepening
and modernisation of these associations, a range of which are listed, including the Quad. It says
the “revitalised Quad” which includes the U.S., India, Australia and Japan, had addressed
regional challenges and “demonstrated its ability to deliver” for the Indo Pacific on fighting
COVID-19, cybersecurity and “promoting high standards for infrastructure and health security”.
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It says the Quad and AUKUS — a security relationship between Australia, the U.K. and the U.S.
— will be crucial in addressing global challenges as well as encouraging tighter linkages
between America’s Asian and European allies.
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WINTER IS COMING: THE HINDU EDITORIAL ON IMF’S
WARNING
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: IMF and India
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The International Monetary Fund (IMF), in its latest World Economic Outlook report, has retained
global growth hopes for 2022 at 3.2%, and lowered next year’s projection to 2.7% from 2.9%.
The year 2023 will feel like a recession for many people in the world, the Fund has cautioned, as
‘the worst is yet to come’ amid tighter monetary policies to curb stubbornly high inflation and a
spiralling energy and food crisis. While it retained India’s 2023-24 growth estimate at 6.1%, the
IMF slashed this year’s forecast to 6.8%, from 7.4% in July. This is the second significant
estimate after the World Bank’s 6.5% assessment that pegs India’s GDP rise below 7%, which
the Reserve Bank of India and North Block mandarins are expecting this year. The downgrade is
attributed to ‘weaker than expected outturn’ in the second quarter and subdued external
demand. The slowing growth in tax collections, industrial output and exports, back this
prognosis. The road ahead — rendered tortuous by the lingering Russia-Ukraine conflict, a
slowdown in China and what the IMF has eloquently termed a ‘cost of living crisis’ — is not
much travelled on. The risk of monetary, fiscal or financial policy miscalibration has risen sharply
amid high uncertainty and growing fragilities, the Fund has emphasised.
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After likely losing the tag to Saudi Arabia this year, the IMF expects India to become the fastest
growing major economy in the world again next year. But private forecasters such as Nomura
believe policy makers’ optimism about 2023-24 prospects may be misplaced as the global
downturns’ ripple effects may be underestimated, and growth could well slip to 5.2%. Either way,
relative prosperity compared to the world alone will not suffice. India needs to not only grow
significantly faster than its faltering pre-pandemic trajectory but also deliver better quality growth
that is inclusive and meets the aspirations of millions of its youth who constitute its demographic
dividend. The country has only a small window now to cash in on this sweet spot. Moreover,
given India’s low per capita income, the sustained surge in prices has hit most households’
spending capacity, and could even cramp their ability to invest in the next generation’s
education. Ministers’ assertions that India had managed to rein in inflation and it is not a priority
concern may have been premature as August and September witnessed a resurgence in price
rise from July’s minor relief of 6.71% after staying above 7% in the first quarter. The Government
has begun work on Budget 2023-24, but the second half of this year still needs to be navigated
deftly.
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IMF CUTS INDIA’S GROWTH FORECAST TO 6.8% THIS
YEAR
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: IMF and India
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The U.S. is expected to grow at 1.6% this year followed by a slowing down to 1.0% growth next
year. The Euro Area is expected to grow 3.1% this year and 0.5% next, while China is forecast
to grow at 4.4% next year, followed by a projected 3.2 % this year. “The three largest
economies, the United States, China, and the euro area will continue to stall,” Mr. Gourinchas
said in a statement released before the briefing. “Overall, this year’s shocks will re-open
economic wounds that were only partially healed post-pandemic. In short, the worst is yet to
come and, for many people, 2023 will feel like a recession.”
There remain high downside risks to the forecasts, as per the IMF. Monetary policy that seeks to
restore price stability is the starting point to mitigating these risks, the report said. Mr.
Gourinchas cautioned against fiscal policy working at cross purposes with the monetary
authorities’ actions to curb inflation. Fiscal policy can assist economies to adapt to a volatile
environment by investing in human capital, supply chain diversification, digitization, green
energy, he said.
Permanent change

IA

“The energy crisis, especially in Europe, is not a transitory shock. The geopolitical realignment of
energy supplies in the wake of the war is broad and permanent,” Mr. Gourinchas said, adding
that countries should target fiscal support towards the vulnerable via temporary transfers rather
than focus on price controls, untargeted subsidies and export bans.
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Emphasising that a large number of low-income countries, “too many”, are in or near debt
distress, the chief economist urged orderly debt restructuring via the Group of Twenty (G20)’s
Common Framework. The issue of debt sustainability had been raised by External Affairs
Minister S. Jaishankar on his recent visit to the U.S. and listed as an area of potential focus for
India’s forthcoming G20 presidency by World Bank President David Malpass last week.
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AT KAZAKHSTAN MEETING, INDIA TERMS PAKISTAN
EPICENTRE OF TERRORISM
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: SCO and India

Paying tribute:Meenakshi Lekhi unveiling the statue of Mahatma Gandhi in Kazakhstan on
Thursday.Twitter/@M_Lekhi
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India desires “normal” relations with Pakistan, but it must take “credible, verifiable and
irreversible actions” to end cross-border terrorism, said Minister of State for External Affairs
Meenakshi Lekhi, slamming India’s neighbour for supporting terror groups and for attacks on
minorities, in response to a speech made by Pakistan Prime Minister Shehbaz Sharif, at a
conference in Kazakhstan.
Speaking at the Conference on Interaction and Confidence Building Measures in Asia (CICA)
held in Astana, Ms. Lekhi also announced that India would host a number of high-profile
conferences on countering terror this year, indicating that the government intends to keep its
focus on stopping terror financing from Pakistan, even as the Financial Action Task Force
(FATF) is due to meet next week on October 18-21 to discuss taking Pakistan off its “greylist”.
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“Pakistan is the global epicentre of terrorism and continues to be the source of terrorist activities.
Pakistan continues to make no investment in human development but provides their resources
for creating and sustaining infrastructure of terrorism,” said Ms. Lekhi, taking exception to Mr.
Sharif’s speech.
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Mr. Sharif had in his speech said India had “trampled the will of the people of Jammu and
Kashmir”. “India today is a threat towards minorities, to its neighbours, and to this region,” Mr.
Sharif continued. He said Pakistan still hoped for peace with India, adding “however, until India
brings its atrocities in Kashmir to a grinding halt, a just and lasting peace will remain elusive.”
In her intervention, Ms. Lekhi slammed Pakistan for raising Jammu and Kashmir and referred to
Pakistan’s human rights violations in Pakistan-Occupied Jammu Kashmir and Ladakh (PoJKL).
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“With its own record of the dismal treatment of minority communities, Pakistan would be well
advised to set its house in order instead of lecturing the world community,” she added, referring
to reports on attacks on places of worship, forced conversions and the abduction of women from
minority communities in Pakistan.
India, that is a founder of the 27-nation CICA peace and confidence-building grouping of Asian
countries, became its coordinator for counter-terrorism this year, and Ms. Lekhi said India would
soon host a workshop with members.
Third conference
Next month, New Delhi will also host the third “No Money for Terrorism” Ministerial conference
with more than 100 countries expected to attend. The two-day conference on November 18-19
would be addressed by Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Home Minister Amit Shah, and would
include sessions on terror financing in South Asia, new cyber financing trends and global
cooperation mechanisms.
On October 28-29, India will also host a special meeting of the UNSC Counter-Terrorism
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Committee, ambassadors and representatives of all countries in the Security Council, including
the P-5 members the U.S., Russia, China, the U.K. and France. The group will travel to Mumbai
and lay wreaths at a memorial for victims of the Mumbai 26/11 terror attacks, and also hold
meetings in Delhi, officials told The Hindu.
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INDIA ABSTAINS ON UNGA RESOLUTION AGAINST
RUSSIA
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: UNO and its various Agencies
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India abstained in the UN General Assembly on a draft resolution on Wednesday that
condemned Russia’s “illegal” referenda and attempts to annex parts of Ukraine, saying New
Delhi’s decision is “consistent” with its “well thought out national position” and the country is
ready to support efforts at de-escalation while insisting on finding peaceful solution through
diplomacy.
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The 193-member general assembly voted on Wednesday to condemn Russia’s “illegal so-called
referendums in regions within the internationally recognised borders of Ukraine and the
attempted illegal annexation of the Donetsk, Kherson, Luhansk, and Zaporizhzhia regions of
Ukraine, following the organisation of the above-mentioned referendums”.
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INDIA TO HOST G-20 INVESTORS’ TOURISM MEET
NEXT YEAR
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: World Trade, WTO and issues involved
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India will hold a global meet on investments into its tourism sector and a conference on business
tourism next year, cashing in on its G-20 presidency which begins from December. The
investment meet would be held in Delhi in January-February and the participants would include
stakeholders in tourism from all G-20 countries, financial institutions, State tourism departments
and representatives of Central government Ministries.
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A separate conference on MICE tourism (meetings, incentives, conferences and exhibitions)
would be held in April in Bangalore, an official in the Tourism Ministry told The Hindu . “The
focus of global investments in tourism sector is on the hospitality industry, but through this
conference we will seek to explore fund flow into theme parks, adventure tourism, amusement
parks and skiing destination infrastructure,” he said.
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THREAT OF RADICALISATION IN SYRIA’S ISIS
PRISONS
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India- West Asia
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Tens of thousands of ISIS detainees are housed in temporary prison camps and detention
centers in Syria and Iraq by US-backed Kurdish Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF).1 Charles
Lister, the Director of Syria and Countering Terrorism and Extremism Programs at the Middle
East Institute, warned that the international community is ‘doing nothing to prevent the current
generation of detainees from wanting to continue to fight if they get out, and creating a melting
pot for the next generation.’2
As reported by Militant Wire, technology and illicit financing are being used by terrorist
sympathisers to raise funds for ISIS spouses and children in Syria through encrypted Telegram
channels and digital wallets like QIWI. The funds are being raised for two primary
reasons—smuggling former detainees from detention camps and targeting low-security
detention centres managed by Kurdish militias.3 There are reportedly at least 14 such facilities
in North-East Syria.4
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The US-backed SDF fighters confront multifaceted challenges of managing these makeshift
prisons in a war zone. These areas have also faced large-scale prison breaks. The attack at
Gweiron prison in January 2022 was aimed at freeing over 3,000 detainees, including 700
minors.5 ISIS’ news agency, Amaq, claimed that 800 terrorists had been freed.6 The SDF
successfully traced around 100 detainees. Such attacks on prison facilities are reminiscent of
the prison break in July 2013, when more than 600 prisoners were freed from detention facilities
like Abu Ghraib, many of whom later were at the forefront of the military assaults launched by
ISIS during its rise to power.
Furthermore, the Kurdish forces appear to have been thrust into a position reminiscent of
American forces stationed at Camp Bucca and Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq. There, the
confinement of some of the most radicalised elements aligned with extremist Salafist ideology in
one space fed the pool that eventually emerged as elements of Al-Qaeda in Iraq and, later, ISIS.
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Camps in Al-Hol, in the eastern al-Hasaka governorate, have been at the epicentre of continued
recruitment, radicalisation, and violence by ISIS followers.7 As per reports, battle-hardened
former fighters are sharing space with impressionable teenagers in converted warehouses and
schools.8 Alarmingly, murders, sexual abuse, and unrestricted transit within and outside the
detention camps underscore security gaps. Approximately 24 killings have occurred inside the
Al-Hol camp alone from January to July 2022, including of a humanitarian worker, where
spouses, widows, and children of ISIS fighters have been detained.9
This overflowing space with more than 65,000 residents is where apparently radicalised women
are molding the extremist worldview in their wards.10 Support for re-establishing the ISIS’
physical caliphate is allegedly being sustained in these camps, through social media
indoctrination, with access to phones made easy, possibly by corrupt patrolling officers.11
Cumulatively, these factors have the potential to fuel online violent extremists and terror
propagandists, reigniting the diminishing threat of ISIS fighters.
The refusal of several governments, meanwhile, including the British and French, to take back
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the ‘caliphate’ members to face justice in their countries of origin could foment humanitarian and
security crises.12 Timothy Alan Betts, the Acting Special Envoy for the Global Coalition to
Defeat ISIS, sounded alarm in July 2022 when he stated that
Conditions are so harsh in northeastern Syria in particular that we are seeing a greater
openness by residents to ISIS’s return now than at any time since the fall of the physical
“caliphate” in 2019. The more ISIS can leverage local support to train and reorganize; the more
sophisticated and frequent their efforts will be to free detainees and recruit in the displaced
persons camp.13
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The United Kingdom, on its part, runs de-radicalisation programmes like Prevent. Reports flag
that authorities have struggled to run separation centres at high-security prisons like HMS
Belmarsh efficiently.14 By 2021, only 10 per cent out of 450 British ISIS recruits had been
prosecuted by judicial authorities.15 The challenge could grow further in the likelihood of
repatriation of remaining fighters and their families. US administrations have called on the UK to
take back their nationals from Syria. Reports note that around 16 women and 30 to 60
children—all British nationals—are lodged in SDF-run facilities in Syria.16 While at least 900
British citizens travelled to join ISIS, the precise number of male combatants that remain in
detention camps is not clear.
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Meanwhile, in Morocco, by July 2021, over 300 ISIS prisoners were lodged in prisons. The
authorities are implementing a three-month course focused on economics, religion, and
vocational training to ensure their gradual reintegration into the society.17 The Moroccan prison
authorities have undertaken this initiative since 2017, with only one person out of the 156
graduates re-convicted for a non-terrorist offence.18 It has also been suggested by experts that
by conducting regular risk assessments and special training for prison staff, can deradicalisation efforts succeed in a given context.19
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Concerns of radicalisation in SDF-run facilities in Syria remain high, given that reports flag
corruption, crime, and deplorable security conditions at these camps. While prison breaks have
also occurred, access to technology and minimal security measures have reinforced the security
dilemma facing prison authorities. The possible indoctrination of new recruits in an ideologically
charged setting with minimal security measures adds to regional instability. Even if detainees
are repatriated to their homelands, their rehabilitation and reintegration are likely to present
challenges in those societies.
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Views expressed are of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Manohar
Parrrikar IDSA or of the Government of India.
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‘INDIA TO EXAMINE RUSSIA OIL PRICE CAP’
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests

Hardeep Singh PuriReuters
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India said on Wednesday it will examine a proposal by Western nations to impose a price cap on
Russian oil purchases, even as some local refiners have lined up Russian cargoes for delivery
post December 5, when the cap is set to take effect.
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The Group of Seven richest economies (G7) has been trying to enforce a price-capping
mechanism on Russian oil exports by December 5, when European Union sanctions banning
seaborne imports of Russian crude come into force.
“I think there is an exemption for Japan for Sakhalin, then there is crude which comes through
the pipeline, so they have exemptions... we will have to look at it,” said Oil Minister Hardeep
Singh Puri, when asked if India would follow the price cap.
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NURTURE DIVERSITY BY CONDEMNING HATE SPEECH
UNEQUIVOCALLY: UN CHIEF
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: UNO and its various Agencies

Speaking up:UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres addressing gathering at the IIT-Bombay in
Mumbai on Wednesday.AFP-
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Making a strong pitch for the protection of human rights and pluralism in India, UN SecretaryGeneral António Guterres on Wednesday urged Indians to condemn hate speech. Addressing a
gathering at the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT)-Bombay, Mr. Guterres said India’s global
role will benefit if “concrete actions” are taken in support of the “rights and freedoms of
journalists, human rights activists, students and academics”.
“Diversity is a richness that makes your country stronger. That understanding...must be
nurtured, strengthened and renewed every day by practising the values of Gandhi; by securing
and upholding the rights and dignity of all people, especially the most vulnerable; by taking
concrete action for inclusion, recognising the enormous value and contributions of multi-cultural,
multi-religious and multi-ethnic societies; by condemning hate speech unequivocally,” Mr.
Guterres said.
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India was re-elected on October 13 to the UN Human Rights Council but India’s recent human
rights record has received criticism from a number of UN experts who have called upon New
Delhi to ensure the safety of human rights activists, journalists and student leaders like Teesta
Setalvad, Rana Ayyub, Siddique Kappan and Umar Khalid, who have been in the focus of
government agencies.
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“I urge Indians to be vigilant and to increase your investments in an inclusive, pluralistic, diverse
community and society,” Mr. Guterres said.
“As an elected member of the Human Rights Council, India has a responsibility to shape global
human rights, and to protect and promote the rights of all individuals,” he added.
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Mr. Guterres referred to the impact of the Ukraine crisis that has engulfed the commodities
market across the world and said, “I urge India to continue speaking up for peace; to expand its
global leadership; to align its development and its foreign policy with the SDGs (Sustainable
Development Goals) and the Paris Agreement; to find innovative solutions to today’s global
crises.”
Mr. Guterres praised India’s non-violent struggle for Independence from colonial rule. He said
the upcoming Presidency of India at the G-20 will provide an opportunity for highlighting the
“values and vision of the developing world”.
Earlier in the morning, Mr. Guterres visited the memorial for the victims of the 26/11 terror attack
in Mumbai and spoke against violent extremism, saying, “Fighting terrorism must be a global
priority for every country on earth.”
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TRUSS ANNOUNCES EXIT; U.K. TO GET NEW PM
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Europe, European Union (EU) and India

Speaking later to the press, Mr. Graham was asked whether he would accept that the whole
situation was a “dog’s dinner”. “It’s certainly not a circumstance that I would wish to see,” he
said.

m

Ms. Truss’s departure is the final blow to the current government, which has seen several high
profile resignations in recent days. Former Chancellor Kwasi Kwarteng was compelled to step
down last Friday following a botched mini-budget that had rattled markets.
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Just on Thursday, Home Secretary Suella Braverman had resigned, ostensibly because she had
not followed security protocols while sending an email. However in her publicly posted letter she
had said that she had “concerns” about the government’s “direction”.
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Also on Thursday, were chaotic scenes in the British Parliament, with reports of Tory leaders
allegedly manhandling MPs in an attempt to make them support the government during a vote
on fracking that had been introduced by Labour. In all of this , there was also confusion about
whether the Conservative Chief Whip and Deputy Whip had resigned (it was later confirmed that
they had not). Shortly after Ms. Truss’s resignation was announced on Thursday, reports
emerged that former British Prime Minister Boris Johnson was planning a return to No.10. Mr.
Johnson believed it was in the “national interest”, The Times reported. It was Mr. Johnson being
ousted from office in early July that had set off a contest through August that brought Ms. Truss
to her leadership role after she won a majority of the some 1,60,000 votes from Conservative
members.
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Several Tory MPs tweeted their support for Mr. Johnson on Thursday afternoon, citing the fact
that he was the only one who had won a general election and had a nationwide mandate.
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The names of several contenders from the August race resurfaced on Thursday — including
former Chancellor Rishi Sunak. However, Mr. Sunak had resigned from Mr. Johnson’s Cabinet,
unlike Ms. Truss, who had stayed on as Foreign Secretary. Mr. Sunak’s “disloyalty” to Mr.
Johnson was a factor in his loss to Ms. Truss in the summer and it is a challenge he will still
need to overcome in any intra-party contest. Other names doing the rounds on Thursday
included Leader of the House of Commons Penny Mordaunt, Ms. Braverman, Defence
Secretary Ben Wallace and International Trade Secretary Kemi Badenoch.
Pitching the notion that Labour would form a stable government, the party’s leader Kier Starmer
said on Thursday that the Conservative party had done “huge damage” to the reputation of the
country and that the public were dealing with higher prices and mortgages.
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IMRAN BARRED FROM POLLS OVER CORRUPTION
CHARGES
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Pakistan

The police detained one of Khan’s security guards after he fired a shot into the ground.

m

In the eastern city of Lahore, his supporters blocked some roads, while in Faisalabad, they used
burning tyres to stop traffic. On Twitter, Islamabad police said security in the capital was on “high
alert”.
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Pakistan’s courts are often used to tie up lawmakers in lengthy proceedings that rights monitors
criticise for stifling political opposition, but the commission’s involvement in this case stems from
the obligation of elected officials to declare all their assets.
Unless overturned by the courts, Mr. Khan’s ban will stymie one of his key tactics to disrupt the
country’s political process as he presses for a general election ahead of the one scheduled for
October next year.
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INDIA’S IMPORTS FROM CHINA SURGE TO RECORD
HIGH IN FIRST 9 MONTHS OF YEAR
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

Widening gap:India imported $89.66 bn in goods from China, the highest on record for three
quarters in any year.reutersAP

m

India’s imports from China have risen 31% for the nine months ended September, propelling
two-way trade past $100 billion and the trade deficit to a record high.
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India imported $89.66 billion worth of goods from China in the period, the highest on record for
three quarters in any year. Imports stood at $68.46 billion at the end of Q3 of 2021, which was
itself a record high.
‘Deficit grows’

India’s exports to China in the first nine months of this year were, however, down by as much as
36.4% at $13.97 billion, data from China’s General Administration of Customs (GAC) showed.
The trade deficit in the period grew to $75.69 billion.
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‘Imbalance worsens’

IA

Bilateral trade is on track to surpass last year’s record figure, but so is the deficit. In 2021, trade
crossed $100 billion for the first time, reaching $125.6 billion. India’s imports accounted for bulk
of the trade, reaching a record high of $97.5 billion, which is almost certainly set to be exceeded
this year.

The rising trade volume this year underlines India’s continued demand for Chinese machinery
and intermediate goods, such as active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs), despite long-running
efforts to reduce reliance on China.
While the fall in Indian exports, the reliance on Chinese goods in some sectors, and the
widening imbalance are concerns, Indian officials say the growing imports also reflect rising
demand for intermediates, which is a positive.
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‘ASEAN at top slot’

The growth in exports to India was among the highest for China’s major trading partners.
ASEAN remains China’s biggest trading partner, with two-way trade reaching $717 billion after
Q3, up 13.8%; followed by the European Union ($645 billion, up 7.9%,), and the United States
($580 billion, higher by 6.9%).
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‘INDIA’S EXPORTS TO CHINA GROWING FASTER THAN
INBOUND SHIPMENTS’
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

Trade balance:Major imports from China include electronics,IT hardware, telecom gear and
organic chemicals.pti
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India’s trade equation with China has been improving in recent years with outbound shipments
rising faster than imports, whose growth is being driven largely by vital raw materials and to
meet demand from high-growth sectors such as telecom and power, a senior government official
said.
China is one of India’s large trading partners, with trade flows between the two countries having
grown 59% from about $72 billion in 2014-15 (FY15), to $115.4 billion in FY22.
“Since India-China trade started picking up, the growth in exports to China has been much
higher than the import growth,” a Commerce Ministry official told The Hindu . From $11.9 billion
in FY15, India’s exports to China had risen 78.1% to $21.25 billion last year, while imports stood
at $94.16 billion, 55.8% over the $60.4 billion recorded in FY15. By contrast, imports from China
had increased 192% between 2006-07 and 2013-14, when they had crossed $51 billion, he
pointed out.
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Intermediate goods account for more than a third of India’s imports from China, while capital
goods constitute another 19.3%, with telecom and power sector gear being key drivers, which
helped meet domestic demand in these fast-expanding sectors, the official said. The major items
of import from China are electronic components, computer hardware and peripherals, telecom
instruments, organic chemicals, industrial machinery for dairy, residual chemicals and allied
products, electronic instruments, bulk drugs and intermediates.
The production-linked incentive schemes for different sectors will help reduce the dependence
on such imports over time, even as technical regulations framed for products such as toys,
electronics, chemicals and fertilizers will check sub-standard imports, he emphasised.
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IN CALL WITH BRITISH PM SUNAK, MODI DISCUSSES
TRADE PACT
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Europe, European Union (EU) and India

m

Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Thursday held a telephone conversation with new British
Prime Minister Rishi Sunak. The discussion between the two leaders took place in the backdrop
of the arrival of the U.K. Foreign Secretary James Cleverly, who will participate in the special
meeting of the United Nations’ Counter Terror Committee in Mumbai and Delhi.
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“Glad to speak to Rishi Sunak today. Congratulated him on assuming charge as U.K. PM. We
will work together to further strengthen our Comprehensive Strategic Partnership. We also
agreed on the importance of early conclusion of a comprehensive and balanced FTA,” Mr. Modi
said in a message. Thanking Mr. Modi, Mr. Sunak said, “The U.K. and India share so much. I’m
excited about what our two great democracies can achieve as we deepen our security, defence
and economic partnership in the months and years ahead.”
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“The Prime Minister said he was a visual representation of the historic links between the U.K.
and India, and intended to build on this relationship to develop ever closer ties between our two
countries,” a Downing Street spokesperson said regarding the talks. The two leaders agreed to
work together to “strengthen the developing economies of the world,” said the spokesperson.
Both leaders are expected to meet at the G-20 summit in Bali next month.
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CHINA, U.S. MUST FIND WAYS TO GET ALONG, SAYS
XI JINPING
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

Xi JinpingTINGSHU WANG

m

President Xi Jinping said China and the U.S. must “find ways to get along” to safeguard world
peace and development, state media reported on Thursday, as he embarks on his precedentbreaking third term in power.
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China and the U.S. have butted heads in recent years on issues ranging from Beijing’s policies
towards self-governing Taiwan to its crackdown in Hong Kong and alleged rights abuses in
Xinjiang.
Washington has also accused Beijing of providing diplomatic cover for Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine.
Mr. Xi sealed another five years as China’s leader at the end of a twice-a-decade Communist
Party Congress on Sunday. “The world today is neither peaceful nor tranquil,” Mr. Xi wrote in a
congratulatory letter to the National Committee on U.S.-China Relations — some of his first
remarks since the Congress — according to Chinese state broadcaster CCTV.
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Mutual respect
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“As major powers, strengthening communication and cooperation between China and the U.S.
will help to increase global stability and certainty, and promote world peace and development,”
he reportedly told the New York-based non-profit organisation.

Mr. Xi added China was “willing to work with the U.S. to give mutual respect, coexist
peacefully... (and) find ways to get along in the new era”, the broadcaster reported. Doing so
“will not only be good for both countries, but also benefit the world”, Xi wrote.
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The Biden administration said this month China is the only competitor to the U.S. “with both the
intent to reshape the international order and, increasingly, the economic, diplomatic, military and
technological power to advance that objective”.
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ECB RAISES RATES AGAIN, CUTS BANK SUBSIDIES
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests

Christine LagardeWOLFGANG RATTAY

m

The European Central Bank raised interest rates again and announced it was changing the
terms of its ultra-cheap loans to commercial banks in a bid to shrink its bloated balance sheet
and fight off a historic surge in inflation.
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Worried that rapid price growth is becoming entrenched, the ECB is raising borrowing costs at
the fastest pace on record, with more hikes almost certain. The central bank for the 19 countries
that use the euro raised its deposit rate by a further 75 basis points to 1.5% — the highest rate
since 2009.
ECB President Christine Lagarde noted while the Ukraine war and other global uncertainties
meant the euro economy faced a number of risks to the downside, inflation risks were skewed
upwards.
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